CUSTOMER ADVISORY
PL-MANUAL

The PL-MANUAL, PL-MANUALWS, PL-MNLVHDL, and PL-MNLVERILOG ordering codes for MAX+PLUS II manuals are being consolidated into a single convenient package. This new package (ordering code PL-MANUAL) will contain the MAX+PLUS II Getting Started, MAX+PLUS II AHDL, MAX+PLUS II VHDL, and MAX+PLUS II Verilog Manuals.

Beginning July 1, 1998, these manuals will no longer be provided on an individual basis. Please use the PL-MANUAL ordering code only.

Although the contents of the PL-MANUAL have been increased, the price for PL-MANUAL will remain unchanged.

Please contact your local Altera sales representative for additional information regarding the changes described in this advisory.